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Abst ract - - In  the present paper, static and dynamical problems for linearly elastic shells m curvi- 
linear coordinates are considered. Hierarchies of two-dimensional models for corresponding boundary 
and initial boundary value problems are constructed within the variational settings. The existence 
and uniqueness of solutions of the reduced problems are investigated in suitable spaces. Under the 
conditions of solvability of the original static or dynamical problem, convergence of the sequence of 
vector functions of three variables restored from the solutions of the constructed two-dimensional 
problems to the solution of the three-dimensional problem is proved and approximation error is 
estimated. © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of elasticity and mathematical  physics lower-dimensional models are often pre- 
ferred to the three-dimensional ones because of their simpler mathemat ica l  structure and bet- 
ter amenabi l i ty to numerical computations. There exist several methods of constructing lower- 
dimensional models and hierarchical modell ing is one of them. This method consists in con- 
structing a sequence of subspaces with special structure approximating the spaces corresponding 
to the original three-dimensional problem and on these subspaces lower-dimensional problems 
are obtained. 
One of the methods of constructing the hierarchical models of pr ismatic shells was suggested by 
Vekua in [1], which was based on the approximation of the components of the displacement vector 
function by part ial  sums of the orthogonal Fourier-Legendre s ries with respect o the variable 
of plate thickness. For various problems it may be possible to use series of other orthogonal 
polynomials, particularly, relativistic polynomials [2,3]. Note that  the classical Kirchhoff-Love 
and Reissner-Mindlin models can be incorporated into the hierarchy obtained by Vekua so that 
it may be viewed as an extension of the currently used engineering plate models. Further, 
various mathematical  models of plates and shells constructed by Vekua were collected in his 
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monograph [4]. However, the author considered initial boundary value problems only in the spaces 
of regular functions and didn't investigate convergence ofthe sequence of vector functions of three 
variables constructed by means of the solutions of the reduced two-dimensional problems to the 
exact solution of the original problem. For static boundary value problems, the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of the reduced two-dimensional problems obtained by Vekua in Sobolev 
spaces first were investigated by Gordeziani [5]. The rate of approximation of the exact solution 
of the three-dimensional problem by vector functions restored from the solutions of the reduced 
problems in C k spaces was estimated in [6]. Later on, many interesting works were devoted to 
the analysis of Vekua's two-dimensional models in the theory of elasticity and other hierarchical 
models for problems of mathematical physics (see [7-19] and the works cited therein). 
We emphasize that in the papers devoted to the construction and investigation of hierarchical 
lower-dimensional models in the theory of elasticity static boundary value problems are mainly 
considered. Dynamical hierarchical model of prismatic shell with strictly positive thickness in 
Sobolev spaces first was studied and modelling error was estimated in [20]. In the present work, 
we employ and extend Vekua's approach for linearly elastic shell with thickness vanishing on 
some part of its boundary. We construct the hierarchies of two-dimensional static and dynamical 
problems and investigate their relation to the original three-dimensional problems. 
In Section 2, variational formulations of the problems of static equilibrium and vibration of 
linearly elastic shells in curvilinear coordinates are given. The results on the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of the corresponding three-dimensional boundary and initial boundary 
value problems are formulated. 
In Section 3, hierarchies of two-dimensional models of the boundary value problem for linearly 
elastic shell are constructed. The reduced problems are investigated in suitable weighted Sobolev 
spaces. Moreover, it is proved that the sequence of vector functions of three variables restored 
from the solutions of the two-dimensional problems converges to the solution of the original 
problem and the rate of convergence is estimated. 
Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the dimensional reduction method for dynamical prob- 
lems. As with static problems, hierarchies of initial boundary value problems on two-dimensional 
spatial domain are obtained and an existence and uniqueness result for the reduced problems 
is proved. In the same section, the relation between the constructed two-dimensional nd the 
original three-dimensional problems is investigated. 
2. STAT IC  AND DYNAMICAL  
THREE-D IMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
Throughout his paper, we assume that boldface letters denote vectors or vector-valued func- 
tions and Euclidean scalar product of the vectors a, b E R 3 we denote by a .  b. Subscripts and 
superscripts i , j ,p,q vary in the set {1, 2,3) and partial derivative o with respect o the ira 
argument we denote by 0~. For each real s > 0, HS(fl) and Hs(F) denote the usual Sobolev 
spaces of real-valued functions based on HO(fl) = L2(~) and H°(F) = L2(F), respectively, where 
C R ~, n E N, is a bounded Lipschitz domain (i.e., connected open set with a Lipschitz- 
continuous boundary, the set fl being locally on one side of its boundary) and F is an element of 
a Lipschitz dissection of the boundary F = 0fl [21]. H~(f/) denotes the closure of the set ~(~)) 
of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in ~ in the space HS(fl). The corre- 
sponding spaces of vector-valued functions we denote by HS(fl) = [HS(~)] 3, H~(fl) = [H~(fl)] 3, 
H*(F) = [H*(F)] 3, s > 0. For Sanach space X, C°([O,T];X) is the space of continuous vector 
functions on [0, T] with values in X. Lm(0,T; X), 1 _< m < co, is the space of such measurable 
vector functions g : (0, T) ~ X that IIgllx E Lm(O,T) and the generalized erivative of g, we 
denote by g' = dd-~t [22]. 
Let us consider an elastic body with initial configuration ~* = 8(~)), where fl C R 3 is a bounded 
Lipschitz domain and 8 is a C2-diffeomorphism of ~ onto ~*, so that the vectors gi(x) = OiO(x) 
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are linearly independent a all points x -- (xs) E ~ (~ and ~* denote the closures of the domains n
and n*, respectively). Since 0 is an injective mapping each point x* ~ ~* can be unambiguously 
written as x* -- O(x), x ~ ~, and the coordinates xi of x are the curvilinear coordinates ofx*. The 
triplets {gs(x)} and {gi(x)} form the covariant and contravariant basis at the point x* = O(x), 
respectively, where gJ (x). gs(x) = 6s~, 5sj designates Kronecker's symbol. The mapping ~ defines 
the metric tensor of the domain ~* with covariant (gsj) and contravariant (g~J) components and 
the Christoffel symbols Fi p which are given by 
gs j=gs 'g j ,  gS j=gS.g j ,  Fs p=gp.0~gj ,  i , j ,p=1,2 ,3 .  
In the present paper, we consider an elastic shell with thickness vanishing on some part of its 
boundary, when the domain n is of the following form, 
= ((x l ,x2,x3) E R3; h- (x l ,x2)  < x3 < h+(xl,x2), (xl,x2) E w}, 
where w C R 2 is a two-dimensional bounded Lipschitz domain with boundary 0w, h + E Lip(w) N 
C°(~) are Lipschitz continuous in w, h+(xl,x2) = h- (x l ,x2) ,  for (xl,x2) e @ C Ow and 
h+(zl,x2) > h- (x l ,x2) ,  for (xl,x2) E w (J ~, ~ -~ Ow\~/. The upper and lower faces of ~, 
defined by the equations x3 = h+(xl,x2) and x3 -- h - (x l ,x2) ,  (xl ,x2) E w, we denote by F + 
and 10-, respectively, and the lateral face, where the thickness of n is positive, we denote by 
= r \ ( r+ 0 r - ) ,  r = 0~. 
We assume that the material constituting the shell is homogeneous and isotropic with the Lamd 
constants A, ~. The part 0(F0) of the boundary 0(0~) of the shell is clamped and a surface force 
is acting on the remaining part 8(F1) = 0(0~\F0) of the boundary, where 0n = F00 F01 (J F1 
is a Lipschitz dissection of 0n [21]. The applied body force density we denote by f* = (f*~) and 
the density of the surface force which act on 8(F1) we denote by or* -- (a'i). 
We first consider the static three-dimensional problem of linearized elasticity, which admits the 
following variational formulation [23], when it is expressed in terms of the curvilinear coordinates: 
Find a vector function 
u = (us) e v (n )  = {v  = (vs) e t r r (V)  = 0 on r0}  
such that 
3 
E J~ AiJPqepllq (u) eillj(v)vf~dx = (f, x/~v)~ + (er, v~tr r ,  (V))rl , 
i,j,p,q=l 
vv  e v (n ) ,  (2.1) 
where t r r  denotes the trace operator from I-I1(~) into HW2(F) and t r r l (v )  is the restriction 
of t r r (v)  on F1 for all v e HI(~), A ijpq = Agi jg pq + ~(gipgjq + giqgjp) are the contravariant 
components of the three-dimensional elasticity tensor, epllq(V ) = 1/2(Opvq + Oqvp) - ~-~i=13 FpqvsS 
designate the covariant components of the linearized strain tensor in curvilinear coordinates, 
g = det(gsj), f = (fs) E I: I- l(n), a = (a s) E H-~/2(rl), fs, as are the contravariant components 
of the applied body force and surface force densities, respectively, usare the covariant components 
of the displacement vector field 
3 
S=l  
of the points of the shell n*. I : I - l(n) and H-1/2(F1) are the dual spaces of I-II(~) and 
I-IWZ(F1) [21], respectively, and (., .)n, (., .)rl denote the duality relations between the corre- 
sponding spaces. The bilinear form in the left-hand side of equation (2.1), we denote by A(u, v) 
and the linear form in the right-hand side by L(v). 
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The three-dimensional problem (2.1) possesses a unique solution u for Fo ~ (3 and the Lamd 
constants A and/~ satisfying the conditions # > 0, 3A + 2# > 0. In addition, u is a solution of 
the following minimization problem. Find u E V(Y~) such that 
J(u) = inf J(v), J(v) = 1 5A(v,v)  - L(v), Vv e V(f~). 
v~V(n) 
The formulated result is a consequence of the Lax-Milgram lemma, because the forms A(., .) 
and L(.) are continuous on V(~) and the bilinear form A(., .) is V(~)-elliptic in the sense that 
A(v,v) _> cllvll ,(nl, 
for all v C V(~) [22,23]. 
Let us now consider the variational formulation of the dynamical three-dimensional prob- 
lem of linearized elasticity. Find the unknown vector function u E C°([0,T];V(~)), u ~ E 
C°([0,T]; L2(f~)) which satisfies the equation, 
d (Gut(.) ,V)L~(n) -f- A (u(.) ,v) -- L(v)  Vv e V(f~) (2.2) 
dt ' ' 
in the sense of distributions in (0, T), together with the following initial conditions, 
u(O) = 
(2.3) 
u'(O) = ¢, 
where ~a -- (~i) E V(f~), ¢ = (¢i) e L2(~), ~i, ¢~ are the covariant components of the initial 
displacement and velocity vector fields, G = (G~j) is 3 x 3 matrix with elements Gij -- g~Jv~, 
i,j--1,3. 
The dynamical three-dimensional problem (2.2),(2.3) possesses a unique solution u, when the 
Lamd constants A, # are such that /~ > 0, 3A+2/z > 0 and f E L2(0, T;L2(~)), er, a ~ E 
L2(0, T; H-W2(F1)). In addition, u satisfies the following energy equality, 
(Gu' (t), u' (t))L~(n) + A (u ( t ) ,u  (t)) 
(2.4) 
= (a¢,¢)L2(n) +A(~o,~) + L(u) (t), V te  [0, T], 
where 
f0 t L (u) (t) = 2 (f (T), x/gu' (T))L2(n) dv + 2 (er (t), v/-gtrrl (u (t)))r '
-2( (0),v' trrl -2  (u(r)))r, a,-, vte  [0,TI. 
Since the matrix G is symmetric and positive-definite his result follows from more general 
theorem for abstract second-order volution problems which is formulated in Section 4. 
3. CONSTRUCTION AND 
INVEST IGAT ION OF STATIC 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
In this section, we construct hierarchies of two-dimensional models of problem (2.1) subject 
to three different boundary conditions on the upper ~(F +) and lower 0(F-)  faces of the shell. 
In addition, we investigate the question of approximation of the solution of the original three- 
dimensional problem by the vector functions restored from the solutions of the constructed two- 
dimensional ones. 
We consider the following three possibilities of clamping the body ~* = 0(f]), 
1. both faces O(F +) and 0(F-)  of the shell are clamped; 
2. only one of the upper or lower faces of the shell is clamped; 
3. the faces O(F +) and O(F-) of the shell aren't clamped. 
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The clamped part of the lateral face O(F) of the shell we denote by O(F0), F0 ---- {(z1,  x2, x3) • ~; 
(xl, x2) • "Y0 C ~/), where 3'0 is a Lipschitz curve with positive length when ~0 is a nonempty 
set. In the second case, we assume without loss of generality that the part O(F + tJ F0) of the 
boundary of the shell is clamped. 
In order to construct a hierarchy of two-dimensional models in the k th case (k = 1, 2, 3), we 
introduce the subspaces Vl~(gl), N = (N1,N2, N3), Ni • N kJ {0}, i = 1,--3, of V(~'/) which are 
defined as follows, 
VNk(fl)= v~=(v~)eH' (a) ;v~,=¢hi (gN)= ~ g r,+ vNiP~,(z) 
r l  ~-0 
[ ~ (2 )  N' 1(1+(-1)''+N') 3-k4 k -hl (l_t_(__l)k(r,+N,+l)) r,-t- ~NiPN,+I(Z)-t-(2--k) Z X 
r~.~O 
x ri + VN~ N,+~ (z) 
- } VN----- VNi , vii•L2(w), ri=O, Ni, i=1 ,3 ,  t r r (v  =Oonf 'o  , 
where z -- (x3-h)/h, h = (h+-h-)/2, h -- (h+ +h-)/2, and Pr denotes the Legendre polynomial 
of order r • N tJ {0), Note that for k -- 1, the vector functions of the space V~(~'l) vanish on the 
surface F+ U F -  U F0 and hence, VN1 (~) is a subspace of V(fl) in the first case, when both upper 
0(F +) and lower O(F-) faces of the shell are clamped. Similarly, for k = 2, the vector functions 
which belong to the space V2(gl) vanish on F + U F0 and, consequently, V2(~) C V(~) in the 
second case of clamping the shell. 
On the subspace V~(~) (k -- 1-~) from the three-dimensional problem (2.1) we obtain the 
following problem. Find the unknown vector function 
w~ = (~, )  • v~(~) 
which satisfies the equation, 
3 
3 P~q 1 
= <f, v~v~)~ -t- <(r, vf~trr~ (v~) ) r , ,  Vv~ • V k (a) . 
(3.1) 
Since the functions h+ and h-  are Lipschitz continuous in w from Rademacher's theorem [24], it 
follows that h ± are differentiable almost everywhere in w and O~h ~ • L~(w *) for all subdomains 
~* = VNi in the w*, C w, c~ 1,2. So, the positiveness of h in w implies that the functions ~' 
expression of vi~ i belong to Hl(w *) for all w*, ~* C w, i.e., 
r i  
VN~ • H~o¢(~), r~ = 0, N~, i = i,-3. 
Moreover, II.llHl(n) defines the norms ll.ll.,k of vector functions gN in the space 
[H~o¢(W)] N''2'3 , N1,2,3 =N1 + N2 + Ns + 3, 
0 N1 0 N~ 0 ~ )T 
~' (i.e., VN = (VN1, . . ,  V N1, VN2,. -,  V N2, VN3, N3 ) such  that  with components VNi . . . . .  , 
II0"NH.,k = IIV~IIHI(n), k ~- 1,2, 3. Using the following formulas for derivatives of the Legendre 
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polynomials, 
r - - i  
r--1 
tP; (t) = rP. (t) + ~ (s + 1) (1 + (-1) "+') P. (t), 
s=0 
r•N,  (3.2) 
we obtain the explicit expressions for the norms 
3N+  [I I 
i=l r~=0 k II ILL2(~) 
J r  N~2 (S, + 2) (1--(--1)r'+S')h-3/2"~kN, 2 
sl =r~ L 2 (~) 
+ Z Si + (O~h + - (-1)~'+"Oah-)h-3/2"~kNi 
a=l ei=ri+l 
-- h -1 /2oar~kNi  + (r i  + 1)h-3/2O~h~kNi L2(w)J 
where we assume that the sum with the lower limit greater than the upper one equals to zero, 
r l ,k rl 
v Ni equals to VNi, for 0 _< ri _< Ni, and for ri = Ni + 1, N~ + 2 the function ~,,kv Ni is given by 
Ni+a,k 
VNi 
(3 - k) (2 (~ - 1) - ( -1 ) "  k) 
2 (2 (N~ + a) + 1) 
N~ 
x z i1 
r l  =0 
(~ = 1,2, i,k -- 1,2,3. 
Note that the restriction of ~N on 70 can be unambiguously defined when VN belongs to the 
space [H~oc(w)] NL2,3 and possesses the property IIgNll.,k < CO, for some k -- 1, 2,3. Indeed, the 
corresponding vector function of three variables v k = (v~{) belongs to VNk(D) C HI(D) and 
hence the trace trr(v~i ) of v~, on F belongs to HI/2(F) (i = 1-~). Consequently, the trace 
operator trio for the components of fiN, we define by 
( )  Lh+ trr (VkNi)P.,(z)dx3, t k r~ r~o VNi = _ 
~o 
O~r ig~,  i=1 ,2 ,3 .  
Hence, the problem (3.1) is equivalent to the following one. Find the unknown vector function 
ri f/_/1 (w3]Nx23. II?~NH,, k < ~,  trio (VN~) -- 0, r i  = = ~eH~(w)={V'N=(VNi )• t  ]o¢, J~ " , k ~' 0, Y , , i  1-~}, 
which satisfies the equation, 
A~ (~,~N) = L~(~N), WN C H~(~), (3.3) 
where A~(~'N,~N) and L~(gN), ~'N,gN e H~(W), denote the restrictions A(VN,VN)~k k and L(v k) 
of A(., .) and L(.) on the subspace Vk(D) C V(~) which are considered as the forms with respect 
to the vector functions VN and gN of two variables corresponding to ,7,~ and v~, respectively. 
For the constructed two-dimensional models (3.3) for elastic shell in curvilinear coordinates 
the following theorem is valid. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the Lamd constants A, # satisfy the following conditions ~ > O, 3A + 
2# > 0 and f • I:I-~(~), ~ • H-~/2(F J .  I l k  = 1,2 or k = 3 and ~/o # ~, then for each 
N = (N~, N2, N3) • [N U {0}] 3 the reduced two-dimensional problem (3.3) possesses a unique 
solution ~N, which is also a solution of the minimization problem. Find ~ • V~N(W) such that 
J~(~)  : inf J~(0'N),  J~(~N) : [AN(VN,VN) - -L~(~N ) , • 
PROOF. We first prove that the space V~(w), is complete. Let {~N)}~I be a Cauchy sequence 
in the space I?l~(w), i.e., 
g~) - V~N m) --* 0, a~ l, T~ ----~ co ,  
r k(l)'~oo Then, it follows from the definition of the norm ]l-II*,k that *tv N h=l  is a Cauchy sequence in 
. k(z) , k(1), o ~(0  ~k  ,,.-(0, the space I-Ii(~), where --N ---- (VNi), ~N{ ----- U2Nii.VN )' i = 173. Hence, there exists a vector 
. k (0  H ~ function v~ = (v~i) • H l (~)  such that -N  --* v~ in (~) as I --* co. The continuity of the 
trace operator t r r  : H l (~)  -* H1/~(F) implies that 
{ k(t)~ - .  t r r (v~)  in H1/2(F), ) 
h + 
[(0 = [ k(0 
VNi VNi P~(z) dx3 ---* v~i 
J 
h -  
fh h+ VkN{P~(z) dx3 in n2(w), Vr • Nu{0}, i=  i,3, 
as l ---* co. 
,k(l) Consequently, v~i - 0, for all ri > N~ + 2, because "N¢ -- 0, for all ri > N~ + 2, i, k = 1--~. So, 
k(t) each function v~i is a polynomial of degree Ni +2 with respect o the variable xa. Since t r r (v  N ) 
equals to zero on F0, where F0 = F+UF - UFo for k = 1, F0 = F+UF0 for k = 2 and F0 = F0 for 
k = 3, we obtain that vk{ -- ~ i (gN) ,  t r r (v~)  = 0 on F0 and hence, v~ = (v~i) • VI~(~ ) . From 
Ta 
the definition of the space V~(w) it follows that the vector function 6N -- (VN{) corresponding 
to v k belongs to ~l~(w) and the sequence {V4N0}~l tends to V'N in the space V~(w) as l --~ co, 
because 
I k(l) k I --*0, as I --~ co. - -VN *,k : VN -- VN H l(f i) 
Thus, V~ (w) is a Hilbert space which is equipped with the scalar product defined by the norm 
li.il.,k. | 
The conditions of the theorem imply that in each case of clamping the shell (k : 1,2, 3), the 
bilinear form A(., .) is V(f/)-elliptic. Since V~ (12) is a subspace of V(~) for appropriate k : 1, 2, 3, 
we have that the form A(., .) is symmetric and V~(~)-eliiptic and, consequently, the bilinear form 
AI~(. , .) is symmetric and t~l~(w)-elliptic , 
k 2 - 2 - > CIlVNI]w( )= clIvNII.,k, e 
From f c I=I-l(f~), cr c H-1/2(F1) it follows that the linear form L(.) is continuous and hence 
the form L~(.) in the right-hand side of equation (3.3) is continuous too, 
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Thus, the assumptions of the Lax-Milgram lemma in its symmetric version are satisfied and 
problem (3.3) has one and only one solution, which may be equivalently characterized as the 
solution of the minimization problem stated in the theorem. | 
So, we have reduced the three-dimensional problem (2.1) to the hierarchy of two-dimensionai 
ones (3.3) and have investigated the well-posedness of the obtained problems. One of the ways 
to justify the use of the constructed two-dimensional models consists in estimating the difference 
between the exact solution of the three-dimensional problem and the vector function w k • VNk (~) 
corresponding to the solution ~k  of the reduced problem (3.3). Convergence result and an 
estimate of the rate of convergence are given in the next theorem, but before we formulate it, let 
us introduce the following anisotropic weighted Sobolev space, 
nl,l,s h=i= (~) = {V; 0~--lv • H ~ (D), O~h+O~v • L 2 (~),  a = 1, 2, r = 1-~}, s • N, 
which is equipped with the norm, 
v ,,,,. - - I t (  ))) 
t/2 
1,1,s ~l , l , s  /c)~ Note that Hh± (D) is a Hilbert space. Indeed, if {vn},~>l is a Cauchy sequence in " 'h*  ~°°~, 
then {v~},~>l is a Cauchy sequence in the space H~(~) and consequently, v,~ --* v in H I (~)  as 
n --* ~ .  Therefore, 0~v~ --~ 0~v in H I (D)  as n --* co, r = 1,s - 1. Since h + • Lip(w) we have 
that O~h + • L~(w~), for any subdomain w~ ofT ,  ~ C w, and hence, 
Oah+O~vn ~ ~ah+O~v in L2(gtl) as n --* co, r = 1,---~, a = 1, 2, (3.4) 
where gtl is a subdomain of ~, ~1 C ~t. The convergence of the sequences {Oah+O~vn}n>l 
in L2(~t) and (3.4) together imply that O~h+O~v,~ ~ O~h+O~v in L2(~) as n --~ co, r = 1,~, 
T_TI,I,s {~ ~ c~ ---- 1, 2, and so the space ~'h* ~ ] is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Then in each case of 
c]amping the shell the vector function w~ = (w~i), w~ = ~N~(WN),~ k i = ~, 3, ~t~ch corresponds 
to the solution ~ • V~(w) of the two-dimensional problem (3.3) tends to the solution u of the 
three-dimensional problem (2.1) in the space H 1 (~) as N -= min~<~<3{Ni) -~ co. In addition, if 
n l'l 's{O~ u E h± ~J ,  s • N, s > 2, then 
~)NIIHI(n) ~--- Ns_ l  gi3, h+, 5 (~, r0, g~J, h +, N) --* 0 as N --* co. 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.1, it follows that the reduced problem (3.3) possesses a unique solu- 
tion v~ k,  which minimizes the energy functional Jl~(.) on the space Via(w), i.e., 
-k -k 1 k 1A~ (WN, WN) -- L~ (u~)  < ~A N (gN, YN) -- L~ (YN), wN • (w). (3.5) 
Since Ak(gN,gN)  = A(v~,v  k)  and L~(gN) = L(v~) ,  for all fin • I?k(w), where v k = (vk,), 
v~, = OkNi(gN), i = 1,--'3, and A(U, VkN) = n(v~) ,  for all v~ • VNk(~), from (3.5), we obtain that 
Vv •V (n) (3.6) 
We first estimate the rate of approximation of u by w~,  when u possesses additional regularity 
1,1,s U E Hh± (~),  S E N, S > 2. Let us consider the Fourier-Legendre expansion of the components ui 
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of u with respect o the variable x3. We denote by ~k  the modified N th (i -- 1--~) partial sum 
of the Fourier-Legendre s ries which has the following form, 
/ ~)  N'+4-k 1 r~ Ni+3-k 1 r~ 
~'  = ~ X r, + u,P,.,(z) + ~ ~o~,,P,.,_~(=), ~= 1,2,3, 
ri=O r~-~N~+3--k 
where ~ = f:+ vPr(z ) dx3, for all v E L2(Et), r e N U {0}. 
Let us prove that the constructed vector function fl~ = (u~i) belongs to the subspace V~(12). 
Note that the Legendre polynomials and their derivatives satisfy the following recurrence rela- 
tions, 
1 
P~(t) = 2r +'-----1 (p;+l(t) - P;-1(t))' r >_ 1, 
tP~(t) = P~+l(t) - (r + 1)P~(t), r > O, 
from which it follows that for almost all (Xl, x2) E w, 
~ti(Xl ' X2 ) -- h 03~ti(Xl, x2) - 03ui(Xl, x 2 , r > 1, (3.7) 
2 r+ l  
oo\~,,)=oo,,,+---~,-u,+,:,,~c,~u,+--~- ,-+ 0~,,,, r>o, (3.8) 
where (v) = ( l /h ) ( r  + 1 /2 ) f  h+_ vP~(z)dx3, for all v E L2(gt). Using the expressions (3.2) for 
derivatives of the Legendre polynomials and the relations (3.7),(3.8), we obtain 
o~(~,1= ~ ~ ,.,+ o~,,,P~,(z), 
r i=O 
O~(~i ) = ,Eo -~ r~ + O, uiP~,(z) + Ni - k + ~ 03u~ PN,+a-k(z) 
N~+4-k 
÷ E 
r~=Ni+3--k 
03~iP~ -l(z) h r~ + ~ 
g~+4-k 1 r, OahO303ui | + E ~ O~03u, +OahOaOau, + ] P~,-l(z), 
r~=Ni-l-3--k 
i = 1,3,~--  1,2. 
Hence, from the conditions ui,O3ui e Hl(fl), O~hO3u~, O~hO3ui, O~hO303ui, O~hO303ui E 
L2(fl), it follows that fi~ e Hl(f l)  and trr(f i~) = 0 on Fo, since trr(u) -- 0 on F0 and 
h(xl,x2) > 0, for (Xl,X2) e ~Y0. So, it remains to show that each of the components u~i of 
fi~ has the form (I)~i(gN) for some gN e [L2(w)] N1'2'3. Note that the cases of k = 1, 2 correspond 
to the problem (2.1) when the shell is clamped either along both O(F +) and O(F-) faces or only 
along O(F+), i.e. trr(u) = 0 on F + UF- ,  for k = 1, and trr(u) = 0 on F +, for k = 2. Hence, the 
vector function u possesses the following properties, 
o 1 lo 
03ui=--O, O~ui-t--~ui--O, fo rk=l ,  i=1 ,3 ,  
o I 1o 
03ui+O3ui+-~ui=-O, fo rk=2,  i=1 ,3 .  
n 
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Applying the formula (3.7) and the latter equalities, we obtain that 
~( ~).., ,.., ~1( )( 1)., 
-~ N i+ ui ~-gO3u i=-2  g 1 - ( -1 )  r'+N' r i+  ui, 
ri-~O 
g N ,+ ui +g03u~=-~ g 1+( -1)  r'+N' r~+ u~, 
r l  ----- 0 
fo rk=l ,  i=1 ,3 ,  
I ( 3) N,+X, IN'+ ' N'-Zl ( I),- iN'+ x 1 ( I)UN~, N~+5 u~ +~o3u,=-~o~ r~+~ u'~-~O~u~-~ N~+5 fo rk=2,  i=1,3 .  
.~_ rl ri rl 
Consequently, u~i @~i(~'N), for k = 1, 2, 3, where ?~N ---~ (VN i ) ,  VNi  ---- U i ,  for 0 < ri _< 
r .+ l  r~ r l  
Ni+l -k ,  and VNi=h/ (2r i+ l )03u i+u i ,  fo rN i+2-k_<r i _<Ni ,  i= l ,2 ,3 .  
In order to obtain the estimates of the theorem we consider the remainder term e k = (e~i), 
e~i = ui -~2~i, i = 1, 3. Applying the orthogonaiity of the Legendre polynomials, the expressions 
for ~2 kNi, 03tUNi},'~k, Oa(~tki), O~ = 1, 2, and the Parseval relation, we obtain 
k 2 
k 2 IIo.~,11,.(~) = 
k 2 IIo.,~,11.(.)-< 
Ni+3-k 2 
~.,+ (~,)',..+ v. ,(,.:~_,)to, W~., 
r i=Ni+4- -k  r i=Ni+l - -k  
1 v. /.~(.,+~)'-, '~ 
r i -~Ni+3-k  
r i=N~+4-k  
9 h ., 
r i=Ni+3-k  
+ ~ "+'-~ r L~'+4-~-"(°o~'+'°'"( ~ ., + ~)(., o.,)' .., 
r , -~Ni+S-k  ~ 
1LTI,I,n ( C) ~ where c~ -- 1, 2, i, k -- 1-'-~. Application of formula (3.7) to vector function v -- (vi) E ,%+ ~.~j, 
n E N, gives us the following estimate, 
r+n-~--t} + 2 (3.9) 
< ~ h~("-~-~) o'2-~o~,v,P~ (z) e~ ~,  
k=r-n+l~+.O 
where r _> n - / ? - /} ,  fl,/} -- 0, 1, i,p = 1,-'-3, cz = const > 0 is independent of h+,h - and r. 
Using (3.9), we obtain the following estimates 
k 2 1 (~. JIEN, IIL~(n) --< ~,  (h +, h-, N 0 , 
k 2 1 IIo,,~,11..(.)-< ~a,  (h+,h - ,N , ) ,  
5~(h+,h - ,NO ----, O, ~ N~ ----, oo, i ,p ,k  = l,'--~. 
(3.1o) 
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Hence, the inequality (3.6) and V(f~)-ellipticity of the bilinear form A(., .) together imply 
ii u k - WN[IH,(a ) <_ N--~_15 (a, Fo,gi J ,h±,N) 
N = min {gi}, 5 (fl, F0, gij, h ±, N) --* 0, as N ~ c~. 
I_<~_<3 
Let us now prove the convergence results of the theorem. By trace theorems for Sobolev 
spaces [21], in each case k -- 1,2,3 for any v E Hi(~), trr(v) ---- 0 on Fo there xists a 
continuation ~ E Hl(~l~) of v, where D~ is a Lipsehitz domain, ~ D ~, 0~ A Fo : F0, 
k = 1,3, and f~{ = ~/I = {x E N3;h, ' i (x i ,x2) < x3 < h+'i(xi ,x2),(xi ,x2) E w i D w}, 
a~ ~ a~ = {~ • a~;h : ,~(~,~)  < z~ < h+,,~(x~,x~), ( ,~,~) • ,,,~ ~ co}, oa~ ~ {~ • o 
f~2; (xi ,x2) • Ow ~ or x3 = h+'2(xi,x2), (xi,x~) • w2}, w~,w 2 C N2 are Lipschitz domains, 
h~ 'a • Lip(w ~) A C°(~-a), c~ = 1, 2. Note that the set [~(f~)]3 is dense in H0(f~l),i k k = 1,2,3. In 
the case of k = 3 for any vector function v • [~(f}a)]a there exists a Lipschitz domain f~3 c f~3 of 
= h + 3 "x thefor ,n~l~ {xE]R3;h- j '3 (x i ,x2)<x3< . '  ( i , x2) , ( z i ,x2)•w},h , 'a  <h - <_h+ <h +'~ 
on ~, h, ~'3 • Ci (~) ,  such that the restriction ~,3 _ vlfil vanishes in some neighbourhood of 
* * *k  *k  F 3 = {x • 0f13; (xi, x2) • 70}. We denote by Y N (fl i),  k = 1, 2, 3, the spaces of vector functions 
the components of which are polynomials with respect o the variable xa, 
. k ( )  ,k 
= 
; VNi 
4 ~ ~'+-~ 
C) / ~N ~--- VN i  , VN i  E COk *k 
where co3 = co, F~ = {x E O [2~; h. (xl ,x2) < xa < h+.'C'(Xl,X2), (xi ,x2) E Owa}, c~ = 1,2, 
hk. (h+,k h,,~)/2, ~k. (h +'k + h,'k)/2, zk. (x3 - -k k . . . .  h.) /h . ,  k = 1,2,3. The restriction 
* *k  * * 
v k of v E [~(f~k)]3 on a i vanishes in some neighbourhood Ol I of F0 k, k = 1,2, 3. We denote 
by [~(f~k)]3 the set of restrictions vlfi ~ when v E [~(~2~)] 3. In the case of k = 1,2, the set 
* 7 -  
•k __ {(xi,x2) E cok; x ~ fitS} is a subdomaln of w k, w k C cok. Since O~h~. 'a E L°°(~oa), 
*k c h/3 = 1, 2, and h. =k'3 E C1(~) using the estimates (3.10) for the vector function v , we obtain 
that there exists a sequence of vector functions from the spaces V~q ( f~),  N E [N U {0}] a, which 
converges to v k in the space Hi(Ft ,) .  The restriction of vector function from the space V~( f~)  
on f~ belongs to VNk (Q) and, consequently, the union UN>0 VNk(f~) of the subspaces VNk (fl) for all 
N E [N U {0}] a is dense in V(f~). So, it follows from V(fl)-ellipticity of the bilinear form A(., .) 
and inequality (3.6) that the sequence of vector functions {w~} converges to the solution u of 
the original problem in the space Hi(f~) as mini<~<3{N~} --* oc, k = 1, 2, 3. I 
4. H IERARCHICAL  TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
MODELS FOR DYNAMICAL  PROBLEMS 
Now, we study the dynamical problem for linearly elastic shell in curvilinear coordinates and 
applying the dimensional reduction method suggested in the previous section, we construct hier- 
archies of dynamical two-dimensional models of the shell. As with the static problem, we consider 
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the dynamical three-dimensional problem with three different boundary conditions on the upper 
F + and lower F -  faces of ft. In the first case (k -- 1), we assume that F0 = F + U F -  U F0, in the 
second one (k : 2), F0 = F + U Fo and in the third case, F0 = F0. 
To reduce the dynamical three-dimensional problem (2.2),(2.3) to two-dimensional one in the 
~th case (~ = ~-7~) we consider the subspaces V~(n) and H~(a) of V(a) and L~(n), respectively, 
where Vl~(fl), 1N = (N1,N2,N3), N, • NU {0}, i = 1,3, are introduced in Section 3 and H~(f~) 
are defined as follows, 
{ H~N(n) : vk=(vk i ) ;  v~,=~, (gN) ,~ 'N:  VN, , 
-- ~'i } h W2VN~eL2(w), O<r~<N~, i=1 ,2 ,3  . 
We consider the three-dimensional problem on the subspaces VNk (f~) and Hk(f l ) .  The unknown 
~' C°([O,T];H~(~)) which satisfies the is the vector function w k • C°([0, T]; V~(f2)), w N • 
equation, 
d (Gw~ (.) + A - , v~),,~(~) (w~ (.), 40  : L (v~) 
dt 
vv~ • v~ (n), (4.1) 
in the sense of distributions in (0, T), together with the following initial conditions, 
w~,(0) : ~ ,  w~'(0) = ¢~, (4.2) 
where qOl~ E VNk (~2), ~bl~ • H~(f2), N : (N1,N2,N3), N~ • NU {0}, i = 1--~. 
Since in the problem (4.1),(4.2) we seek for the vector function Wl~ = (w~i), where wl~ i = 
rl 
k -k -k = (wl~i) ' i - -  components CN~(WN), w N = 1,3, and the of zY~ depend only on two space variables 
we have that problem (4.1),(4.2) is equivalent to the following one. Find ~7~ • C°([0, T]; IYsk (w)), 
~ '  • C°([0, T]; HN(W)) which satisfies the equation, 
d k 
~G N (~7~ (.), gN) + A~ (uT~ (.), ~N) = L~ (gN), v~Ne¢~(~) ,  (4.3) 
in the sense of distributions in (0, T), together with the initial conditions, 
uT~(0) : f iN ,  uT~' (0)=¢N,  (4.4) 
where 
( 
{N , ~N 
} IIVN]117~(~) = < oo , 
i=1 r i=0 L2(w) 
the vector functions fiN and ~N correspond to ~o~ and ¢1~, respectively, ~o~ = (~o~), ~b~l = 
(¢kNi), ~O~i = ¢b~(93N), ¢~ = ~(¢N) ,  i = 1,3, the space lYe(w) and the forms A~(., .) and 
L~(.) are defined in Section 3. The bilinear form G~(., .) is given by the following formula 
G~I (gN, VN ) k ~k __ __ = (VvN,vN)L2(~), for all gN,g~ e I/~(~), v~ = (vt,,), ~,  (~,), v~, 
¢~,(V~), ~,, = Ch,(g.), i = 1,2,3. 
In order to investigate problem (4.3),(4.4) let us consider more general variational problem for 
an abstract second-order evolution equation. Suppose that V and H are Hilbert spaces, V is 
dense in H and is continuously imbedded in it. The dual space of V we denote by V' and H is 
identified with its dual with respect o the scalar product. Then, we have V ~-* H ~-* V' with 
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continuous and dense imbeddings. The duality relation between the spaces V ~ and V we denote 
by (., .). 
Let .4, B,/2 be linear continuous operators uch that 
/~ = B1 + B2, B1 e 12 (V; V'), B2 e 12 (V; H) n 12 (H; V'), A, £ ~ t2 (H; H). 
B~ is self-adjoint and coercive on V, ,4 is self-adjoint, and H-elliptic, i.e., 
b~ (v~,~l) = b~ (~,~1), Jb~ (vl,vl)l ~___Cb 111Vllly II~Jly, 
Vv~,~ e v, (4.5) 
~>0,  A e t t, 
a(v2,~2) = ~(~2,~2), ~( '~, '~)  > ~l l~ l l~ ,  ~ > 0, 
Vv2, v2 E H, (4.6) 
f Cb~ II~llv II,~ll~, v~ e v, ~ ~ H, 
_< (4.7) [ cb~ II~llH II~llv, va  ~ H, ~ e V, 
where the bilinear forms bl, b2, a, I are defined by the operators B1, B2, ,4, £, respectively, 
bl(v~,~t) = (B~vx,~), for all Vl,V 1 ~ V, a(v2,v2) = (¢~V2,V2)H, /(V2, V2) = (/~V2,~2)H, for all 
v2,~2 e H, b2(g,~) = (B2~t,~)H, for g e V,~ ~ H and b2(~,~) = (B2,5,~}, for ~ ~ H,~ e V. 
We consider the following variational problem. Find the unknown vector function y ~ C°([0, T]; 
V), y' ~ C°([0, T]; H) which satisfies the equation, 
d 
~a (~' (.), v) + bl (y (.), v) + b2 (y (.),,) + 1 (y' (.), ~) 
: + @(.) ,v) ,  w v, 
(4.8) 
in the sense of distributions in (0, T), together with the initial conditions, 
y(o) = yo, y'(o) = yl, (4.9) 
where Yo E V, Yl e H, F e L2(O,T;H), F ,F '  E L2(O,T; V'). 
For the posed abstract problem, the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 4.1. If the conditions (4.5)-(4.7) are satisfied, then problem (4.8),(4.9) possesses a 
unique solution y and the following energy equality is valid, 
f0 f0 a(y ' ( t ) ,y ' ( t ) )+b l (y ( t ) ,y ( t ) )+2 b2(y(T),y'(r)) d~'+2 l(y'(T),y'(~-)) d~- 
/ -2 P'(~),y(~) dr, Vt e [O,T}. 
The existence result of Theorem 4.1 can be proved in a standard way applying Faedo-Galerkin's 
method [22,25], while the energy equality can be obtained through the usual regularization and 
limiting procedure. 
Applying Theorem 4.1 to the two-dimensional problen~ (4.3),(4.4), we obtain the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Assume that the Lamd constants A, # satisfy the following conditions # > O, 
3A + 2/~ > 0, and f e L2(~ x (0, T)), or, ~r' e L2(O,T;H-~/2(F~)), VN • ff~(~), CN e HN(w). 
Then, for each ~ = 1,~,3 problem (~.~),(4.~) possesses a unique solution ~(~) ,  which satis~es 
the energy equality, 
(Gw~ (t), w N ~' (t))L~(a) + A (w~ (t) , w~ (t)) 
(a¢~,  ~ = CN)L~(a) + A (~k,  qok) + L (W k) (t), Vt e [0, T]. 
(4.10) 
PROOF. Note that the set [~(w)]N~.2. 3 is a subset of ~?Nk (~) and is dense in HN(w). Consequently, 
the space VI~ (oJ) is dense in/~N(W) and we can consider problem (4.8),(4.9) when Y -- I?1~ (w) and 
H --/~N(W). From the conditions of the theorem, it follows that there exist F E L2(0, T;/tN(W)) 
and F, F'  e L2(0, T; V~(w)') (Vl~(W)' denotes the dual space of vk(w)) which are defined by 
(F, vN)/Tn(w) = (f, x/-gVkN)L2(~) and (F, vN) = (a,v/-~trr~('~kN))r,, for all gS e /'~N(W), ~N • 
l?Nk(~), VkN = (V~i), vk~ ---- (~i(gN), 9~ ---- (V~i), 9~i = (bkNi(VN), i ---- 1--~. Hence, problem 
(4.8),(4.9) coincides with problem (4.3),(4.4) when Y0 = CN, Y~ = ~N, a(., .) = G~(., .), b~(., .) = 
Ak(.,.), b2 -- 0, l ------ 0. So, by Theorem 4.1, two-dimensional problem (4.3),(4.4) possesses a 
unique solution and ~N satisfies the energy equality, which is equivalent to the equality (4.10). ] 
Thus, we have constructed the dynamical two-dimensional models for linearly elastic shells in 
curvilinear coordinates and have proved the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the corre- 
sponding initial boundary value problem (4.3),(4.4). In the following theorem, we formulate the 
results on the convergence of the sequence of vector functions wk(t) restored from the solutions 
~N(t) of the reduced problems to the solution u of the original problem (2.2),(2.3). To simplify 
our notations, we denote by [].l[ and [.[ the norms in the spaces H~(f~) and L2(f~), respectively, 
and (., .) designates the scalar product in L2(f~). 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied and the vector functions 
~ = (~)  and ¢~ = (¢~),  ~ = ~(~N) ,  ¢~ = ~(¢~) ,  i = 1---2, tend to ~ and ¢ 
as min~<i<3{Ni} -~ oo in the spaces V(~) and L2(~), respectively. Then, the vector function 
= ~Ni (WN), i = 1, 3, corresponding to the solution ~k  of the two-dimensional 
problem (4.3),(4.4) tends to the solution u(t) of the three-dimensional problem (2.2),(2.3) 
w~(t) -~ u(t) in v(~) ,  
as min {Ni} --~ c~, 
w~'(t) -~ u'(t) in ~(~),  1<~<~ 
Vt ~ [0, T]. 
In addition, if u possesses the properties -d-v-d~u • L2 (0,T; Hh±l'l's~ (f~)), s~ • N, r = 0----,2, so >_ 
sl >_ s2 >_ l /s1 ~_ 2, then for appropriate initial data ~N, CN for reduced problem the following 
estimate is valid 
lu' (t) - w~ (t)l 2 + Hu (t) - w~ (t)[] 2 <_ ~---i;5 T, ~ ,Fo , f  j, h +, N),  
where N = minl_<i_<3{Ni}, s = min{s2, sl - 1}, ~(T, ~, Fo, gij, h ±, N) --* 0 as N ~ 00. 
PROOF. The conditions of the theorem ensure the existence and uniqueness of solution v~ k of 
the reduced problem and since ~a~ --~ ~a in V(~) and ¢~ ~ ¢ in L2(f~) as minl<i<3{Ni} ~ c~, 
from the energy equality (4.10) it follows that 
( /0' [[H-'/~(rl) + If ~r (0)[[H-'/2(rl) 
II 
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Applying Gronwall's lemma [25,26] to this inequality, we have 
[w~(t)[2+[lwk(t)][2<c2, VNe[NU{0}] 3, tE[0,  T]. (4.11) 
Hence, the sequence {w~} belongs to the bounded set of space L°¢(0, T; V(~2)) n L2(0, T; V(fZ)), 
while {w k'} belongs to the bounded set of L°°(0,T;L2(i2)) N L2(0,T; L2(ft)). Consequently, 
there exists a subsequence {wk}, v = (Vl, v2, v3), of {w k} such that 
weakly in L2(0, T; Y(~)), 
k fi w~ ~ weakly- * in L~(0, T; V(fl)), 
as min oo. (4.12) 
k, fi, weakly in L2(0, T; L2(f~)), l<i<3{vi} --4 
W~ 
weakly- • in Lc¢(0, T; L2(f~)), 
Let us prove that fi is a solution of problem (2.2),(2.3). As we have shown in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 the union UN>0 V~(f~) is dense in Y(~) and therefore for any v E Y(~) there exist 
v k e VNk(f~) such that v~ --~ v in Y(~) as min {Ni} --* c~. Then, for arbitrary scalar function 
1<i<3 
¢ • ~ (0, T) and 4 = Cv, 4 k = ~v~, we have 
4ks "-* 4 in C°([O,T];V(~)), 
min (4.13) 
4~ '--~ 4' in C°([0,T]; V(f~)), as l<,<s{Ni} --* oo. 
Using the sequence {41~} from (4.1), we obtain 
f0 r 0 A (w k (t), 4~ (t)) dt - (Gw k' (t), 4 k' (t)) dt 
f0 = fo (f(t)'v/g4~(t)) dt + (,7(t),v'~trr, (4~(t)))r, dr. 
Prom this equality, applying (4.12),(4.13) and proceeding to the limit as minl_<~_<a{v~} ~ ~,  it 
follows that 
/0 /0 .4 (a (t), 4 (t)) at - (aa'  (t), 4' (t)) dt 
[ f0 r -- Jo (f (t), (t)) at + (~ (t), v~trr~ (4 (t)))r~ dt. 
So, 5 • L~(0, T; V(f~)), fi' • L~(O, T; L2(f~)) and the vector function fi satisfies equation (2.2) 
in the sense of distributions in (0, T). 
Therefore, by regularity theorems [22], a • 6'0([0, T]; L2(a)) N L~(0, T; v(a)) ,  , r  • 6"°([o, TI; 
v'(~)) n L~(O, T; L2(a)) (V'(~) denotes the dual space of v(a)). Consequently, 5 fi' are 
weakly continuous vector functions from [0, T] to the spaces v(n) and L2(n), respectively [22]. 
Note that fi satisfies the energy equality (2.4) from which follows the continuity of fi and 5', 
fi • C°([O, TI;V(F~)), fi' • C°([0,T];L2(a)) and as ~o k ~ ~o in V(a), ck  __, ¢ in L2(a), the 
vector functions fi and fi' satisfy initial conditions (2.3). 
Since problem (2.2),(2.3) has a unique solution we have that fi -- u and the sequence {w~} 
possesses the properties (4.12), i.e., 
weakly in L2(0, T; V(~2)), 
w k --* u weakly- • in L~(0, T; Y(f~)), 
as min {Ni} ~ oo. (4.14) 
1<i<3 w~' --* u' weakly in L2(0,T;L2(f~)), 
weakly- • in L~(0, T; L2(f~)), 
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Let us prove that {w~} possesses the convergence properties formulated in the theorem. From 
the energy equalities (2.4) and (4.10) for u(t) and w~(t), we obtain the following equality for 
their difference d~(t) ~- u(t) - wk(t), 
(Cd~ (t), d~ (t)) + A (d~ (t), d~ (t)) 
(4.15) 
= (Gd~ (0) ,d~ (0)) +A(d~(O),d~(O))+L(d~)(t)+2J~(t), Vte  [0, T], 
where 
d~ (t) = (G¢, ¢~)  + A (~a, ~o k) - A (u(t), w~ (t)) 
- (Cu' (t), w~ (t)) + L (w~) (t), V t ~ [o, T]. 
From (4.11), it follows that for each to E (0, T] there exists a sequence {wk~(to)} such that 
w~(to) --* X1 weakly in V(gt), 
as min {Pi} --~ c~. (4.16) 
w~'(to) ~ X~ weakly in L2(~), 1<~<3 
Let us take ~ e CI([0, T]), ~(0) = 0, ~(t0) ~ 0 and consider the vector functions ~ = ~v, 
~ = ~v k, which also possess the properties (4.13). Using the formula for integration by parts, 
we have 
/0 /:o ~o (w~' (,), ~ (,)) e,- = (wg (to), ~-~ (to)) - (w~ (,), ¢-~' (~)) d,-. 
Applying properties (4.14),(4.16) and proceeding to the limit in the latter equality as minl_<i<3 
{p~} ~ ee, we obtain 
/o /o (U' (T),~(T)) dT ~- (Xl,~(t0)) -- (U(T),~t (T)) dT. 
Since i /:o 
~o (u' (~-), ~ (~)) e,- = (u (to), ¢ (to)) - (u (~), ~' (,-)) d., 
we have that (u(to), v) = (Xl, v), for all v e V(f~), and the density of V(n) in L2(n) implies 
Xl = u(to). Hence, as X1 is unique and equals to u(to), the sequence {w~(t)} converges to u(t) 
weakly in V(f~) as minl<i<a{Ni} ~ ee, for all t E (0, T]. 
In addition, as w~ satisfies the equation (4.1), we have 
I /:o - ~° (awg' (.) ,  ¢-~' (,-)) d. + A (w~ (~), ¢-~ (r)) e~ 
= _ fo t° (awy (to), ¢-~ (to)) + L (¢~ (,1) e~. 
Proceeding to the limit in this equality as min {~} --* oc and applying (4.14),(4.16) together 
1<_i_<3 
with the properties of the sequence (~k} we obtain 
/o /:° : / :o  to (Gu' (T), ~' (T)) dT -- A (u (T), ~ (T)) dT (Gx2, ~ (to)) (~ (T)) dT. 
Since u is a solution of problem (2.2),(2.3) we have 
/0 /:o (au' (~-), ~' (,)) e.  - .4 (u (~), ~ (,-)) e~ -- (an' (to), ~ (to)) - .~0 L (~ (,-)) e., f 
Jo 
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and therefore (Gu'(to), v) --- (Gx2 , v), for all v e V(~). From the latter equality, it follows that 
X2 ~- u'(to), having density of V(fl) in L2(fl) and positive-definiteness of the matrix G. So the 
sequences {w~(t)} and {wk'(t)} possess the following properties, 
wk(t) --* u(t) weakly in V(Ft), 
as rain {N~} --* c~, 
WkN'(t) --* u'(t) weakly in L2(f~), 1<i<3 
vt  c (O,T]. (4.17) 
Therefore, proceeding to the limit in J~(t) as minl<~<3{Ni} ~ c~ and applying the energy 
equality (2.4), we obtain 
- (a f t  
Jk N (t) ~ (G%b, ¢) + A (tP, ~a) + L (u) (t) 
( t ) ,u ' ( t ) ) -A (u( t ) ,u ( t ) )  =0, Vte  [0, T]. 
(4.18) 
From the equality (4.15), as G is positive-definite and A is coercive on V(fl), it follows that 
+A(dk(O) ,d~(O) )+2J~( t )+L(dk) ( t )  , Vt E [0, T]. 
(4.19) 
Due to the conditions of the theorem d~(0) --* 0 strongly in V(~) and d~'(0) --~ 0 strongly in 
L2(~) as minl<i<a{Ni} ~ oo. Hence, (4.14), (4.17), (4.18) imply that 
(Gd~ (0), d~ (0)) + A (d~ (0), d~ (0)) 
+ 2Jl~ (t) + L (d k) (t) ~ 0, as min { Ni } --* oc, 
i<i<3 
v t e [o, T]. 
Applying Gronwall's lemma to (4.19), we obtain 
Ida(t)[ 2 + [[d~(t)l[ 2 --* 0 as min {Ni}-~ oo, Vt e [0, T]. 
1_<i_<3 
Consequently, for all t E [0, T], 
WkN(t) --* u(t) strongly in V(a), 
min 
w~'(t) ~ u'(t) strongly in L2(fl), as 1<,<3{N,} --~ oc. 
Now, we obtain the estimate of the theorem. Since the solution u of the three-dimensional 
problem satisfies equation (2.2) for all v E V(~t) we have that u satisfies (2.2) for all v~ E 
VI~I(a ) C V(a), i.e., 
_d (Cu, (.), v~) + A (u(.), v~) = L (v~) 
dt 
w~ e v~ (a). (4.20) 
The vector function Wl~ corresponding to the solution v~ of reduced two-dimensional problem 
(4.3),(4.4) satisfies the equation (4.1) and, consequently, from (4.20), we obtain 
_d (c (.) + A 0, 
dt 
Vv~ e v~(a). 
Suppose that d~u 2 . 1,1,s~ -  C L (0,T, Hh,  (12)), s~ E N, r = 0,2, So _> sl _> s2 _> 1, sl _> 2. From 
o 1,1,s, u' C°([0, T]; Hh~ 's" the regularity theorems [22], it follows that u E C ([0, T]; Hh± (~)), E (~'/)) 
I-II,l,Sl [0"~ l[-II,l,s2 [C~ and, hence, tP E ~h± ~"~J, ~) @ ~h ± kay). We consider the modified N~ h partial sum of the 
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Fourier-Legendre expansion with respect o the variable x3 of the component Uq which is defined 
as follows, 
Nq+3-k _ 
Nq +4--k 
1 rq 
+ ~ -~03uq(t)P~,-l(Z), q = 1,2,3, t E [0,T], 
rq=NqT3--k 
and the remainder term we denote by ¢~ = (S~q), ¢~q = uq -f i~q, q = 1, 3. Let the components 
?-, r i  
of the initial conditions ~N = (~N~) and CN = (¢Ni) of the two-dimensional problem (4.3),(4.4) 
be given by 
h + h + 
~ON~= _ ~o~P~(z) dxa, CNi= _ ¢~P~,(z) dxa, fo r0<r~_<N~+l -k ,  
r~ h h+ Oa~iPr~+l(Z) dx3,  ~S i  = ~ilOr, (Z) dx3 + 2r~ +--------1 - 
for Ni + 2 - k < r~ < Ni. 
~. h h+ 03¢iPr,+l (z) dx3, CNi  : •iPrl  (z)  dx3 q- 2r~ +-----~ - 
Applying properties of the Legendre polynomials, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we have that 
fi~ -- (~ i )  e C°([0, T]; VNk(f~)), UN-k, e C°([O,T];HkN(~)) and the vector functions ~k  = (~ki) 
and ¢~ -- (~b~,), ~ ,  = ~ i (~N) ,  cki  = ~ i (¢N) ,  i = 1,--'3, satisfy the conditions ~ = fi~(0), 
¢~ = fi~(0). So, the vector function ~ -- fik _ w k is a solution of the following problem, 
£ (ca~ (.), v~) +A (/,~, (.), v~) 
dt 
= - ((Ge~' (.),v k) +A (e~ ( . ) ,vk) ) ,  VV~ E VNk (~), (4.21) 
~ (0) = ~ (0) - ~ = 0, ~ (0) = ~ (0) - ¢~ = 0. 
Applying Theorem 4.1 for problem (4.21), we obtain 
(C ,~ (t), ~'~ (t)) + A (A~ (t), ~'~ (t)) = -2A (~( t ) ,  <'~ (t)) 
/o // -2  (G~'(7) ,A~(~-) )  d r+2 A(e~(~-) ,A~(~))  dT, Vt~[O,T].  
Since the bilinear form A is coercive and the matrix G is positive-definite from the latter 
equality it follows that 
/o' (/o' ]~f~'(t)] ~ + I I~( t ) l l  ~ < ~, (]~f~'(~))' + ])~f~(~)[)') d~ + ~, [~'(~)[' d~ 
(4.22) 
/0 ) + ~(t ) l l  ~ + h~(t ) l l  ~ + I I~(r ) l l~d~ - , c4 = const > 0, Vt ~ [0, T], 
where 0 > 0 is an arbitrary real number. For small enough 0 applying Gronwall's lemma to the 
inequality (4.22), we obtain 
IA~' ( t ) l  ~ + I Ih~(t) l l  ~ 
(4.23) 
(/0' /o' ) < ~ I~" (~) l~d~ + II~f~(t)ll ~ + II~f~'(~)ll ~d~ , W e [0, T]. 
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Using formulas (3.7)-(3.9) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can show that 
fo k,, 2 _ ~ , (T ,h+,h_ ,N~)  ' 
fO T k, 2 1 IIeNi(~-)IIHI(n) d~" _< N2(S,_l)5i(T,h+,h-,N,), 
where 6i(T,h +,h - ,N i )  --~ 0 as Ni -~ co, i = 1,3. 
C°([0, T]; H~ '82 (f~)), we have 
IleN,(t)llH~(a) <_ N2(8,_1) (T ,h+,h - ,N i ) ,  
2 1 - -~$ ' (T ,h+,h - ,N i )  Vt6  [0, T], He~, (t)llL2(n) _< N2.2 
where 5i(T, h +, h-,  Ni) -~ 0 as Ni ~ oc, i = 1-~. So, from the inequality (4.23) it follows that 
In' (t) -  (t)l: + II-(t)- (t)ll: < 2 (t)l + (t)l 
+ll  (t)ll2+lla ( )ll 
where N = minl_<i_<3{Ni} and 6(T, 12,Fo,gi J ,h±,N) --* 0 as N --~ co. 
Since u 6 C0([0, T]; Hh .1,1,8,(~)), u' 6 
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